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2D materials  →  (1D), 0D materials ?  

quantum (single electron) electronics  √ 
 nano – lithography  (~100 nm) + electrostatic gating 

quantum (single photon) photonics  
 single objects ( ~10nm)    ?  

making profit of imperfections ! 



2D  →  0D  (past experience)   
semiconductor heterojunctions/quantum wells :  
   interface imperfections (lattice mismatch) 



2D  →  0D (past experience)  
semiconductor heterojunctions/quantum wells : 
self assembled  InAs/GaAs quantum dots 



semiconductor heterojunctions/quantum wells :  
 well width fluctuations (monolayer steps) 

2D  →  0D  (past experience)   



Single photon sources (narrow emission lines, ~0.1meV)) 
fingerprint: photon antibunching 
photon correlation measurements  

semiconductor (single) quantum dots,  nanocrystals (colloidal dots) 
NV centers in diamond (SiC),  organic molecules 
interesting applications;  issues: stability, room temperature operation, electrical pumping 



Can we find single photon emitters  
in WSe2  (MX2) flakes ?  

A. Srivastava et al., Optically active quantum dots in monolayer WSe2  (Switzerland) 

M. Koperski et al., Single photon emitters in exfoliated WSe2 structures (France, Poland) 

Y-M, He et al., Single quantum emitters in monolayer semiconductors (China, USA) 

C. Chakraborty et al., Voltage controlled of quantum light from an atomically thin 
        semiconductor (USA) 

Who are those emitters ? 

( Nature Nanotechnology, in print) 



2D WSe2 monolayer 
 

typical photoluminescence/absorption response 
broad (10-20meV) emission/absorption peaks   

exciton (free) 

"negatively charged  
exciton" "X- " (free) 

"localized, bound 
excitons" 



M. Koperski et al.,  
Single photon emitters in exfoliated WSe2 structures (France, Poland) 

Narrow line emitting centers 
appear at the edges of WSe2 flakes 
(monolayer and thick flakes) 

( Imperfections at edges ? ) 
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Photon antibunching 
= 
an unambiguous attribute 
of single photon emitters 

Characteristic of  
single photon emitters 
 
line jittering effect 
(less pronounced  
at low excitation level) 



Photon antibunching 
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an unambiguous attribute 
of single photon emitters 

Characteristic of  
single photon emitters 
 
line jittering effect 
(less pronounced  
at low excitation level) 



Optical response of narrow lines , linked to the 2D properties of a WSe2 monolayer 

Emission in the same energy range, similar excitation spectra 



Optical response of narrow lines , linked to the 2D properties of a WSe2 monolayer 

Similar, anomalously large "Zeeman" splitting 



Temperature effect:  

Quench of intensity (weakly confined electron hole pairs ?) 
Broadening (similar to acoustic phonon effect in semiconductor QDots)  



Pronounced (sometimes) linear anisotropy: 
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Similar to fine structure splitting in QDots with anisotropic shape 



Who are they ? 
 
Monolayer "nanoflakes" at the edges of monolayers and thicker flakes ??? 

STM: Monolayer nanoflake at the edge of a thicker flake 



Who are they ? 
Monolayer "nanoflakes" at the edges of monolayers and thicker flakes ? 
An attempt to correlate PL and STM 



Near band edge  electronic bands in monolayers of semiconducting TMDCs  
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Direct gap semiconductor 
MoSe2, … 

"Quasi direct gap" semiconductor 
WSe2, … 

Defect  activated "forbidden emission" in WSe2  ? ? 



Single photon emitters in exfoliated WSe2 structures 
= 
nano-flakes of monolayer at the edges of WSe2 films ?  
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